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RandomViewer
Introduction
Random Viewer is a powerful utility that allows to view randomly files in any directories. It uses the basic symbian file association mechanism to recognise the application to launch in association with the file. You can add as many items as you want. Those items are displayed as a graphical list.
Each item can contain multiple directories, can be recursive or not and you can specify a wildcard. In all the files defined by this item, one will be randomly launched if the item is selected.
For instance, if you want to watch one of the multiple videos stored in your phone, but cannot really choose between all of them. Let your phone choose for yourself !
Create also items for your pictures, ringtones, mp3 files, mobiclips, …
The interface of  Random Viewer is intuitive and easy to use (you can use both your stylus or the wheel to control everything). It is also configurable : change the background, the colours or even the layout
History
?	1.1: 
* Adaptation to the phone's theme (the P900 Theme's background can be used, the colors can be the ones used in the other applications)
* The SIS is compatible with UIQ20ProductID
* The application named is changed to " Random Viewer" (it was " RandomViewer" in P900 application List).
* Bug Fix: Default Background was not found if installed on D drive
?	1.0: 
First release of the Application
Controls
Random Viewer can be controlled in two different ways :
For a quick access, use the wheel to select the next, the previous or to launch a random file in this item directory.
Use the stylus to move the scroll bar (arrow click moves one item up or down, empty space click moves the list screen by screen and scroll bar drag moves the list relatively).
Click on an item to launch it. A long click popup the menu allowing to perform different operation on this item.

Add Item
From This Dialog, you can add a directory Item. In all the files searched for, one will be randomly selected.
"Name" : Name that will be displayed in the list
"Directory" : List of directories to search. Paths in this list must be separated by a semicolon character, but a semicolon is not required after the final path. Directories must be fully qualified, including a drive letter and the name must end with a backslash (i.e. : "D:\Media files\audio\;C:\documents\Media files\audio\")
"Files" : Filename to search for. May contain wildcards. (i.e. : “b*.jpg”)
"Recursive" : Check this box to make the search recursive in all the specified directories
Edit Item
From This Dialog, you can edit an existing  directory Item. In all the files searched for, one will be randomly selected.
"Name" : Name that will be displayed in the list
"Directory" : List of directories to search. Paths in this list must be separated by a semicolon character, but a semicolon is not required after the final path. Directories must be fully qualified, including a drive letter and the name must end with a backslash (i.e. : "D:\Media files\audio\;C:\documents\Media files\audio\")
"Files" : Filename to search for. May contain wildcards. (i.e. : “b*.jpg”)
"Recursive" : Check this box to make the search recursive in all the specified directories
Remove Item
From This Dialog, you can delete a directory Item.
Only the list item is removed in Random Viewer, the directory itself is of course not deleted.
Configuration
From This Dialog, you can change the background, the colours or even the layout of Random Viewer.
“Use Cache” : set this option to true and if you select the same item, it will be launched quicker. This is particularly useful with recursive items (who may have a lot of files to choose between). (Default = true)
“Popup name” : set this option to true and a popup containing the chosen filename will be displayed instead of the item launch. This is useful for debug. (Default = false)
"Margin Size" is the space (in pixels) between the different items. (Default = 4)
"ScrollBar Width" is the width (in pixels) of the scrollbar displayed on the right. (Default = 13)
"Use P900 Background" : set this option to true if you want to use the P900 theme’s background instead of Random Viewer’s one. This does not work on the P800. (Default = true)
"Background File" is the image file displayed in background. If the file is not correct then, a grey background will be displayed The following colours should be set according to the chosen background. (Default = "INSTALLATIONDRIVE:\system\apps\RandomViewer\Images\Background.jpg")
"Use Phone’s Colors" : set this option to true if you want to use Phone’s default colors instead of some specific ones. (Default = true)
"Selection Colour" is the border colour of the selected item.
"Outline Colour" is the border colour of the unselected item.
"Fill Colour" is the filling colour of the selected item and the scroll bar.
"Text Colour" is the colour of the text (and the arrow).
"Text Outline Colour" is the colour of the outline of the text (and the arrow).

